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Disclaimer
I receive $50,000 per year in a subcontract
with the Organization of Teratology
Information Specialists. The funds originate
with HRSA, and are intended for partial
support of Mother to Baby Nebraska’s
educational, research, and service activities.

Mother to Baby/OTIS
Our specialty…
◦ Access to current and comprehensive data
through our listserv, various databases, and
literature review
◦ Ability to synthesize data and highlight the most
relevant and important components
◦ Versed in strategies to effectively convey
information to both providers and the general
public in a way that it can be used for effective
decision making
◦ Sponsors of national and international research
studies to help determine risk of medications
used in pregnant and breastfeeding women

Things to like about the new PLLR….
Elimination of A B C D X codes
◦ Overly simplistic, easy to misinterpret

Clearer format
◦ Risk summary, clinical considerations, data

Better data
◦ Requirement to update information
◦ Pregnancy Registries
◦ Extrapolation of animal data to human risk

Expanded information
◦ Clinical considerations
◦ Impact on fertility

Areas of concern…
Great wailing and gnashing of teeth over losing A
B C D X. Many texts and references persist in
using them to easily present and compare
pregnancy risk (note ‘whack a mole’
analogy…you get rid of one and another pops
back up).
It takes specialized knowledge and skills to write
the PLLR in a clear and effective manner
When weighing liability concerns against
balanced presentation of material…liability often
wins. It is hard to prove safety!
◦ “published studies have not reported a clear
association with metformin and major birth defect
or miscarriage risk”
◦ vs. (most) studies have not reported an
association…

Up to Date

My Pharmacy Visit…patient information

Gary Larson, The
Far Side

Trailblazers:
Gideon Koren & Motherisk
◦ Drug labeling and Risk Perceptions of
Teratogenicity
◦ J Clin Pharmacol 40:573-577 (2000)

Janine Polifka
The Art and Science of Teratogen Risk
Communication
American Journal of Medical Genetics 157:227233 (2011)

John Paling

Strategies to help patients understand risks.
BMJ 327:745-748 (2003)

Conundrums
Pregnant women often tend to overestimate the magnitude of
teratogenic risk.
Health providers also may have distorted perceptions of risk,
even in the presence of evidence-based facts.
Teratogen (and other medical) data may be limited and
contradictory.
◦ There is rarely adequate data on all aspects of reproductive toxicity (ex.
adverse behavioral outcomes).

Situations where there is no data or inadequate data predispose
to inaccurate and extreme interpretation:
◦ No data…assume huge risk vs no data…assume no risk
Pole et al. 2000. J Clin Pharmacol 40:573-7.
Ratnapalan et al. 2004. AJR 182:1107-1109

Risk Is More Than Just Probability
Contextual factors:

◦ Patients attribute higher risk to outcomes
perceived to be more severe
◦ Patients are better able to accept risk if
they have control over it or it is voluntary
◦ Patients find risk more acceptable if it
provides them with benefits
◦ Perception of risk is highly individualized,
and it depends on the other risks it is
compared to…

Uncertainty
Probabilities by definition involve a degree of uncertainty
It is difficult for people to make complex decisions involving weighing
risks/benefits when the risks are uncertain…they prefer ‘black and
white’ situations.
Concept of spectrum of risk may be new to patients and frustrating for
health providers (used to safe/not safe)
Patients cope with uncertainty by:
◦ Denying it exists
◦ Magnifying it and the accompanying risk

Examples:
◦ “All or nothing” interpretation of risk
◦ FDA codes

Numeracy
Findings are often conveyed numerically, a difficult form of information
for providers and patients to interpret.
2003 National Assessment of Adult Literacy Survey found that almost half of
Americans have difficulties with relatively simple numeric tasks such as calculating; a
substantial number of physicians have difficulties understanding and interpreting
numeric medical data such as relative risk.
Fewer numeric skills associated with lower comprehension and less use of health
information
Less numerate patients likely to make decisions based on emotions, mood states, and
trust or distrust in physicians
Less numerate are more susceptible to effects of framing, formatting of probability and
risk reduction information, and more trusting of verbal than numerical information

Framing (how the information is worded)
“Loss vs. Gain”
◦ People respond differently when
information is framed positively or
negatively
◦ Ex: 1-3% risk of having a malformed
child vs. 97-99% chance of having a
normal child

Jasper et al. 2001. Lancet 358:1237-1238.

Relative Risk (RR)…a powerful form of framing
RR is used to compare the risk
in two different groups of
people:
Incidence in exposed
Incidence in unexposed

RR does not express actual
magnitude of risk (depends on
prevalence of condition)
A large increase in RR for a rare
defect may not mean a large
increase in absolute risk

RR may be a useful conceptual
tool for scientists, but is
generally not appropriate for
conveying risks to patients or
even providers

AUSTIN ET AL. 2010. J GENET
COUNSELING 19:228-234

Absolute risk
Absolute risk is the incidence of
disease in a population

Example:

◦ Baseline risk of NTD’s is 1:1000
Attributable risk is a measure of excess ◦ Risk in fetuses exposed to Drug X
risk over the baseline population
increases to 2:1000
Both are much easier for clinicians and ◦ This is generally perceived as less
frightening than saying something is
patients to understand, compared to
twice as likely to happen (relative risk)
relative risk

“Risk” as a form of framing
The term “risk” incorporates:
◦ probability of various outcomes
◦ the value patients attach to those
outcomes

“Risk” carries negative implications
compared to “chance” and
“probability”

Risk Communication Formats:

Numerical expressions of likelihood
Various presentation formats can
affect risk perception, understanding,
attitude and behavior
Many people have a difficult time
interpreting numbers as personally
relevant information

Frequencies
◦ People tend to rely on numerator and
ignore denominator
◦ 1300/10,000 is perceived to be higher than
26/100

Percentages
◦ very confusing, especially when used in
terms of relative risk

Risk Communication Formats:
Verbal expressions of likelihood
Examples:

◦ Low risk/High risk
◦ “People may occasionally
experience”

Descriptive terms reflect the
speaker’s perspective; patient
understands risks to be of a
totally different order of
magnitude

In one study, subjects’ perception of
“likely” included probabilities ranging
from 0.5 to 0.99
In another study, subjects
systematically overestimated
likelihood of low probability events
when given a verbal expression like
“low risk”

AUSTIN ET AL. 2010. J GENET COUNSELING 19:228-234
PALING J. 2003. BMJ 327:745-748.

Effective ways to present probability
Use the same denominator in probability information throughout the risk message so patients
who neglect the denominator can still compare probability information
◦ Ex: Comparing 40/1000 and 5/1000 is easier than 1/25 and 1/200

Consider using natural numbers rather than percentages and ratios
◦ “ If there were 100 people in a room with the same chance you have, 5 of them would have a baby with
a birth defect”

Decimals are difficult to understand, and should be avoided when possible (ex: likelihood is .05).
Results are mixed about whether percentage (20%) or frequency (20 out of 100) formats
promote the greatest understanding
Relative risks are easily misinterpreted and can be mistaken for absolute risk. If necessary to
quote relative risk, always include baseline rates of particular adverse outcome.
PALING J . 2003. BMJ 327:745-748.

Effective ways to present probability
Use verbal expressions of
probability carefully

◦ It is difficult to develop verbal
expressions that all patients interpret
the same way

Use numerical probabilities as a
basis for providing risk information,
but use verbal qualifiers to place
risk in the context of other life
events

VISSCHERS ET AL. 2000 RISK ANALYSIS 29:267-287.

Effective ways to present probability
Frame probability in a variety of
ways and compare it to the baseline
risk for birth defects or other
adverse outcomes:
◦ “Everyone has a background risk for
birth defects of 3/100. Your 1/100 risk
for baby with a heart defect because of
your medication makes your risk 4/100
(or to say it differently, you have a
96/100 chance of having a healthy
baby)”

AUSTIN ET AL. 2010. J GENET COUNSELING 19:228-234

Facilitating Decision Making
Use the term ‘chance’
instead of ‘risk’ because
chance connotes less of a
value judgment of good or
bad outcome
Provide numbers in different
formats
◦ Ex: use both percentage and
ratio (25% or 1 in 4)

HTTP://WWW/NCHPEG.ORG

Effective ways to present probability
Offer visual aids such as pie charts,
graphs, pictograms, or risk ladders to
enhance understanding of
probability information
Use care that visual aids do not
introduce another form of bias

◦ when compared to numerical
information, graphs are more likely to
draw attention to harm
◦ Pictograms can be helpful, but lead to
overestimation of probability
(example: 20 out of 1000 risk (2%)
PALING J . 2003. BMJ 327:745-748.

VISSCHERS ET AL. 2000 RISK ANALYSIS 29:267-287.
ERIK RIFKIN AND EDWARD BOUWER’S THE ILLUSION OF CERTAINTY: HEALTH BENEFITS AND RISKS

Risk and Benefit Considerations
Uncontrolled Depression

Maternal:
• Misery
• impaired relations with family
• Poor prenatal care
• use of alcohol/tobacco/illicit drugs
Baby and pregnancy:
• Miscarriage
• Preeclampsia
• Preterm delivery
• Low birthweight

Consider Medication

Medication Risks

Baby and pregnancy:
• possible small increase in risk for birth defects
(especially heart)
• Possible increase in risk for neurocognitive
problems—ADHD, autism, psychiatric illness,
delays
• Preterm Delivery
• Persistent Pulmonary Hypertension
• Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome

Avoid Medication

Plain Language
Key elements:
 Organize information so that the most important
action points come first
 Break complex information into understandable
chunks
 Use simple language to define technical terms; use
short sentences and active voice when possible
 Provide ample white space so pages are easy to read
 Plain language may be more persuasive when
enhanced by graphics and other visuals
 Specifics depend on information needs of the
audience so it is critical to test materials with
intended audience
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